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Testi in adozione: Libri di testo: Greenood A., Zanella A., Tracogna L., Mabbott N.,
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BLACK CAT
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- MATERIALE SU CLASSROOM
- FOTOCOPIE
- Link ( video e altro)
Grammar Revision: object pronouns; possessive adjectives/pronouns; questions words. Present
simple/present continuous; adverbs and expressions of frequency; state / action verbs. Countable/
uncountable nouns. Some/Any . Adverbs of quantity. Prepositions of time/place. Like /dislike verbs
+ ing Form. CAN, MUST, to have to.
Imperative form. Past simple (be) /there was/were; past simple (can). Regular and Irregular
verbs.(Aff. Neg. Interr. Forms / Short answers
Functions: introducing oneself; showing interests; making a presentation. Likes and dislikes.
Asking for and giving directions. Describing current situations. Description of the objects. Daily
routine. Asking for permission and specific information or reacting to information. Talking about
past events. Describing what happened. Talking about dates of birth.
Vocabulary: appearance; personality adjectives; objects and materials; colours; cardinal/ordinal
numbers; countries and nationalities; sports and jobs. Holiday activities/places.
Grammar: Past continuous, past continuous and past simple. Present perfect simple; present
perfect (ever/never/just/already/yet); Present perfect vs past simple; been and gone; duration form
(for/since); Present perfect simple vs present perfect continuous.
Should / shouldn’t; Would like to...../ I’d like to...
The future tenses ( Will/ present continuous for future/ To Be Going To....../present simple for
future); first conditional. Adverbs of manner. Hints to relative pronouns.
Functions: Describing an event in a precise past moment and when another event occurred. Talking
about life experiences. Talking about past habits and imaginary situations. Giving instructions;
making suggestions. Planning an event, making predictions and expressing your own intentions.
Giving/accepting/rejecting advice

Microlanguage
The field of dentistry
The dental technician
The simple classification of the teeth in the mouth
Vocabulary: Basic glossary regarding the field of dentistry (

Readings
Job with a FUTURE (fotocopia)
Penicillin: the Miracle Medicine (fotocopia)
I have never travelled abroad (fotocopia))
Temperature will continue to rise (fotocopia)

UDA Ed. Civica: “Salute e benessere”
Health and wellness. What is wellness? The eight tips (definition)
Environmental wellness > “ The Earth is in danger”
Environmental problems (hints)
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